DEC. ‘05 COUNCIL MOTION FOR WORKGROUP ACTION FOR THE CHARTER HALIBUT FISHERY 2C/3A

CHARTER HALIBUT MANAGEMENT

Alternative 1: GHL (Status Quo)
- Fixed Poundage
  - Triggers down w/abundance
  - Delayed feedback

- Adopt GHL Measures
  - Final action in April 2006

- New State Logbooks

- Board of Fish proposal (?)

(Future) Local Area Management Plans

Alternative 2: Allocation Based Fishery Plan
- % floats with abundance
- Subtract overages from next year’s quota
- Sub-divide area quota’s/
  - Super-exclusive registration

- Federal Moratorium or State limited entry w/delayed transferability

- Seward Tier Mgmt Plan

- Compensated allocation shift from commercial to Charter for growth

- Detailed Management Measures
  - Line limits/No crew fish/
  - Annual limits/limit fish days/
  - 2nd fish size/one trip per day/

Alternative 3: 2001 IFQ Plan Modified
- Valdez leveling Plan
- Ward Plan
- Longevity Bonus
- Effort Based transferable seat program
- New allocation option or other modification to 2001 IFQ Program
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